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Some applications of collision dynamics in the field of quadrupole mass spectrometry are
presented. Previous data on the collision induced dissociation of ions in triple quadrupole
mass spectrometers is reviewed. A new method to calculate the internal energy distribution of
activated ions directly from the increase in the cross section for dissociation with center of mass
energy is presented. This method, although approximate, demonstrates explicitly the high
efficiency of transfer of translational to internal energy of organic ions. It is argued that at eV
center of mass energies, collisions between protein ions and neutrals such as Ar are expected
to be highly inelastic. The discovery and application of collisional cooling in radio frequency
quadrupoles is reviewed. Some previously unpresented data on fragment ion energies in triple
quadrupole tandem mass spectrometry are shown that demonstrate directly the loss of kinetic
energy of fragment ions in the cooling process. The development of the energy loss method to
measure collision cross sections of protein ions in triple quadrupole instruments is reviewed
along with a new discussion of the effects of inelastic collisions in these experiments and
related ion mobility experiments. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 1998, 9, 101–113) © 1998
American Society for Mass Spectrometry
The technology and applications of mass spec-trometry continue to see rapid growth. Over thelast two decades new ion sources and new mass
analyzers have been developed. Tandem mass spec-
trometry, in which ions are fragmented by collision
induced dissociation, has contributed significantly to
this growth. The development of new tandem mass
spectrometer systems, in particular triple quadrupole
tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) systems, has ben-
efited from research into the fundamentals of the dy-
namics of collision between ions and neutrals. Some of
the first work on the dynamics of collision induced
dissociation at low energies was done with quadrupole
based systems and the theme of collision dynamics has
been heard in different variations throughout the de-
velopment of tandem mass spectrometry.
The most detailed and revealing experimental stud-
ies of collision dynamics are done with crossed beams
of ions and neutrals and with angle resolved fragment
ions. These, along with other experimental approaches,
have recently been reviewed [1, 2]. Experiments with
mass spectrometers have also provided some insights
into collision dynamics. In this article the discussion
centers on the implications of these studies for opera-
tion of quadrupole mass spectrometer systems. Some of
the fundamental aspects of the collision induced disso-
ciation of organic ions are reviewed. A new approxi-
mate procedure for calculating the internal energy
distribution of activated ions is presented and is used to
demonstrate the high efficiency of transfer of transla-
tional energy to internal energy of ions in quadrupole
MS/MS experiments. The translational energy distribu-
tions of fragment ions are reviewed including a discus-
sion of the practical limitations that these have imposed
on quadrupole MS/MS systems. The discovery and
application of “collisional focusing” in linear quadru-
poles is described and the use of this to dramatically
improve the performance of quadrupole mass spec-
trometer systems is outlined. Collisional focusing has
led to a new method to measure collision cross sections
of high mass biomolecular ions such as proteins. This is
briefly reviewed, along with a new discussion of the
effects of inelastic collisions on cross section measure-
ments.
Tandem Mass Spectrometry
In tandem mass spectrometers a first mass analyzer
selects an ion from a mixture produced by the source,
the ion is fragmented, usually by collision induced
dissociation (CID) with a gas target, and a mass spec-
trum of the fragment ions is scanned by a second mass
analyzer. MS/MS is widely used for structural analysis
of ions and for the direct analysis of complex mixtures
for targeted compounds [3–5]. First MS/MS studies
were done with sector instruments where ions are
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dissociated in collisions with gas targets at keV ener-
gies. However, in 1978, Yost and Enke reported that
ions could be efficiently dissociated at collision energies
of 10–100 eV and that an MS/MS system could there-
fore be designed around quadrupole mass analyzers
[6].
A triple quadrupole MS/MS system is shown in
Figure 1. Ions of a particular mass-to-charge ratio
(“precursor” ions) are mass selected by a first quadru-
pole (Q1) and pass into a collision cell. The collision cell
contains a neutral gas at a pressure of 1024 to 1022 torr.
Collisions transfer translational energy to internal en-
ergy of the ions. Excited ions then undergo unimolecu-
lar reactions to form product (or fragment) ions in the
collision cell. The precursor and product ions are con-
fined to the axis of the cell by the electric field of a
second quadrupole operated in a rf only mode to
efficiently contain ions of a broad range of ratios of
mass-to-charge ratio. Product ions leaving the collision
cell are mass analyzed in a third quadrupole, Q3.
Following the first description of triple quadrupole
systems there were many unanswered fundamental
questions. What is the optimum precursor ion energy?
What collision gas is preferred? What are the energies of
fragment ions? Questions such as these can best be
answered with a fundamental understanding of the
collision dynamics involved in the ion excitation and
dissociation processes.
Center of Mass Coordinates
The collision between an ion and a neutral target is
most easily modeled in a coordinate system that moves
with the center of mass (CM) of the collision partners,
called the center of mass coordinate system. Although
at first this may seem an unnecessary complication, the
description of the scattering process is simpler in this
coordinate system. Consider the collision of a fast
moving ion with a stationary target. In the center of
mass coordinate system the ion and neutral approach
with equal and opposite momenta m1v1 and m2v2,
respectively [7, 8]. This is shown in Figure 2a. After the
collision the ion and neutral recoil with new equal and
opposite momentum vectors, as shown in Figure 2b.
The angle between the initial and final velocity vectors
of the ion is the CM scattering angle, uCM. Because the
collision is inelastic, some translational energy is con-
verted to internal energy of the collision partner and the
post collision momentum vectors are reduced in mag-
nitude. In the laboratory frame of reference (LAB),
before the collision the ion has a velocity V1 and the
neutral has velocity V2 5 0 (Figure 2c). To obtain the
velocity of the ion in the LAB frame after the collision,
V91, it is necessary to add the velocity vector of the ion in
the CM frame (v91) to the velocity with which the CM of
the ion and neutral moves in the LAB frame (VCM). This
is shown in Figure 2d. The magnitude of the post
collision velocity vector of the ion in the LAB frame can
depend strongly on the scattering angle, uCM.
Some simple results follow immediately from this
consideration of CM coordinates. The total energy that
can be transferred to internal energy of the target is the
energy that the ion and neutral have in the CM system.
Conservation of energy and momentum in the collision
requires that only the CM energy can be converted to
internal energy. This energy is given by
Figure 1. A triple quadrupole mass spectrometer system. Ions
are formed in an atmospheric pressure source (S) and pass
through a dry nitrogen “curtain” gas. The ions then pass through
an orifice (O) into a region at a pressure of a few torr. The
centerline flow of gas and ions passes through a skimmer (SK) into
a region containing a quadrupole operated in rf only mode (Q0).
Ions pass through a prefilter (PF), are mass selected in quadrupole
Q1 and injected into the collision cell on the centerline of a second
rf only quadrupole (Q2) where they undergo collisional excitation
followed by dissociation. Fragment ions are mass resolved in
quadrupole Q3 before reaching the detector (D).
Figure 2. (a) Ion (m1v1) and neutral (m2v2) momentum vectors in
the center of mass coordinate system before a collision and (b)
after a collision. The scattering angle of the ion is defined by the
difference between its initial motion and its final direction of
motion. A center of mass scattering angle of 0 degrees means the
ion continues in its initial direction and a scattering angle of 180
degrees means the ion is reflected back on the direction of its
initial motion. (c),(d) Velocity vectors of the ion (V1) and neutral
(V2 5 0) in the LAB frame before (c) and after (d) the collision.
VCM is the velocity that the center of mass has in the LAB frame.
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ECM 5
m2
M
ELAB (1)
where m1 is the ion mass and m2 is the neutral mass and
M 5 m1 1 m2 (2)
The CM energy is greatest for collision of a light ion
with a heavy target and least for collision of a heavy ion
with a light target. This just confirms what we all know.
The collision of a fast moving hockey puck with a
stationary hockey player is more painful than the
collision of a fast skating player with a stationary puck,
even though the total kinetic energy can be the same in
each case.
Fragment Yield Versus Collision Energy
and the Internal Energy Distribution
Equation 1 can explain some of the differences seen
between different collision gases. Figure 3a shows the
yield of C6H5
1 ions from the dissociation of C6H5Cl
1 in
collisions with N2 and Ar plotted versus LAB energy
(ELAB). The vertical axis shows the relative cross section
for dissociation, that is the cross section for dissociation
sd divided by the maximum cross section sm. This
notation is used in all the plots of dissociation yield
versus energy discussed here. For a given LAB energy
the yield is greater with Ar. When the yield is plotted
against CM collision energy, as in Figure 3b, little
difference is seen. The difference of Figure 3a is purely
a mass effect. To achieve efficient ion dissociation,
heavy targets are preferred because these maximize the
center of mass energy. However, cost usually dictates
that argon or nitrogen is the collision gas. For the case
where the CM energy is insufficient to cause dissocia-
tion in a single collision, multiple collisions can be used
to sequentially dissociate ions into fragment ions, frag-
ments of fragments, etc. It has been shown that this
process can be described by the conventional kinetics of
a beam passing through a gas with consecutive and
competing reactions [9, 10].
The yield of fragment ions versus collision energy for
a simple bond cleavage reaction with no competing
channels often shows behavior similar to that of Figure
3. This is shown in more detail in Figure 4, which plots
the relative cross section for the yield of C6H5
1 from
collisions of C6H5Br
1 with N2. There is a threshold at
about 3.0 eV (CM) near the known bond strength and a
rise to a maximum at an energy about twice the
threshold energy. (At energies above ;8 eV CM addi-
tional reaction channels are possible but are only a
minor contribution to the fragment yield over the
energy range shown here [9].) The threshold energy
(CM) can be used to determine bond strengths provided
corrections are made for thermal motion of the target
gas, kinetic shifts, and the internal energy of the ion
before activation [11]. In Figure 4 the maximum cross
section is 250 Å2 or approximately gas kinetic. This
indicates that in every collision at least half of the
available collision energy is transferred to internal en-
ergy of the ion. This high efficiency has not been
Figure 3. (a) The yield of C6H5
1 from C6H5Cl
1 vs. LAB energy for
collisions with Ar (open triangles) and N2 (open circles) and (b)
the yield vs. CM energy (adapted from [9] with permission).
Figure 4. The relative cross section (sd/sm) for dissociation of
C6H5Br
1 to C6H5
1 vs. collision energy (open circles and triangles
are from two separate experiments) (adapted from [9] with
permission).
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explained. It might be expected that the large number of
internal degrees of freedom and high density of states
of the organic ion can act like a sponge to soak up
internal energy at the expense of translation energy.
However, a statistical model that equipartitions all the
energy between the internal degrees of freedom of the
organic ion and translation and rotation of N2 gives a
cross section that rises considerably more steeply than
that of Figure 4 [9].
A central question for ion activation is “What is the
internal energy distribution produced in an ensemble of
ions that have a collision with a neutral?” Because many
simple bond cleavage reactions show behavior like that
of Figure 4, it seems reasonable that similar internal
energy distributions are formed for many different
organic ions. The internal energy distribution can be
calculated from the shape of the experimental cross
section curve if it is assumed that the shape of the
distribution, with the internal energy expressed as a
fraction of the CM collision energy, is constant over the
limited range of collision energies from threshold to the
maximum in the cross section. This assumption is
plausible but unproved. Let f be the fraction of CM
energy (ECM) that is converted to internal energy of the
ion (Eint). That is,
f 5
Eint
ECM
(3)
The maximum energy that can be transferred to internal
energy is ECM, so 0 , f , 1.0. The internal energy
distribution can be expressed as the probability, P(f),
of acquiring a given value of f in the activation process.
For the sake of illustration, suppose the probability
of acquiring Eint is given by the exponential function
P~Eint!dEint 5
1
0.63ECM
e2~Eint/ECM! dEint (4)
The factor 1/0.63ECM normalizes the distribution so
that
E
0
ECM
P~Eint!dEint 5 1 (5)
Consider a reaction with a threshold at an internal
energy E0 5 1.8 eV. Figure 5a shows this internal
energy distribution when ECM 5 2.0 eV, i.e., just above
threshold. Ions that acquire internal energies between
1.8 and 2.0 eV dissociate. This fraction of the ions is
given by the ratio of the shaded area to the total area
under the curve. Now suppose the collision energy is
increased to 8.0 eV but that the internal energy distri-
bution is still given by eq 4. The new internal energy
distribution is shown in Figure 5b. It is broader than
that of Figure 5a because the collision energy is higher
and a greater range of values for Eint is possible. The
probabilities are lower because the normalization of eq
5 must be maintained. The threshold is still at 1.8 eV
and the fraction of the ions that dissociate is given again
by the ratio of the shaded area to the total area under
the curve. Because this is a greater fraction than in
Figure 5a the reaction cross section is greater.
The internal energy distributions of Figure 5a and b
appear different, but in fact are identical if the internal
energy is expressed as a fraction of the center of mass
energy. Substituting f in eq 4 and noting that dEint 5
ECMdf gives
P~f! 5
1
0.63
e2fdf (6)
Expressed in terms of f the internal energy distribu-
tions of Figure 5a and b are the same. This is analogous
to Boltzmann thermal distributions that can look quite
different at different temperatures but look very similar
if energies are expressed in units of kT (k 5 Boltz-
mann’s constant, T 5 temperature).
Figure 5c shows P(f) when the center of mass
energy is 2.0 eV. The ratio of the threshold energy for
dissociation, E0, to the collision energy, ECM, can be
defined as f9 given by
f9 5
E0
ECM
(7)
When ECM is 2.0 eV and the threshold is 1.8 eV, f9 5 0.9
(i.e., 1.8/2.0). This is marked by the arrow in Figure 5c.
Ions with values of f between 0.90 and 1.0 dissociate.
This fraction of the ions is again given by the ratio of the
shaded area to the total area under the curve. When the
collision energy is increased to 8.0 eV, the internal
energy distribution P(f) is shown in Figure 5d. This is
the same as that of Figure 5c (given by eq 6). However,
because the collision energy is higher the ratio of
threshold energy E0 to center of mass energy ECM has
decreased to f9 5 0.225 (i.e., 1.8/8). This is marked by
the arrow in Figure 5d. The fraction of ions that react is
again given by the ratio of the shaded area to the total
area under the curve.
It is customary to think of the cross section rising as
the collision energy increases as shown in Figures 4, 5a
and b. The threshold is fixed and the collision energy
increases from below to above the threshold giving a
greater fraction of ions with sufficient energy to disso-
ciate. However, if the collision energy is expressed as
the ratio f9, and the internal energies are normalized to
ECM, the less familiar picture of Figure 5c and d is seen.
Here P(f) is constant and as the collision energy
increases, f9 decreases. When the collision energy is less
than the threshold energy, f9 is greater than one. As the
collision energy increases, the ratio f9 decreases to
somewhat less than 1.0 and some ions have enough
internal energy to dissociate as is shown in Figure 5c
where f9 5 0.90 and ECM 5 1.11E0. Ions with f
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between 0.9 and 1.0 have Eint between 1.0 and 1.11E0
(1.8 and 2.0 eV) and can dissociate. At higher collision
energies f9 decreases further and a greater fraction of
the ions has sufficient energy to dissociate as shown in
Figure 5d where f9 is 0.225 and ECM is 4.444E0. The
ratio of the dissociation cross section sd to maximum
reaction cross section sm is given by
sd
sm
5 E
f5f9
1
P~f!df (8)
This equation provides a relation between the variation
of cross section with energy and the internal energy
distribution.
If P(f) is known, the variation of cross section with
energy can be calculated. For the internal energy distri-
bution of eq 4, for example,
sd
sm
5
1
0.63 E
f9
1
e2f df (9)
which gives
sd
sm
5
1
0.63
@e2f9 2 e21# (10)
The variation of cross section with f9 is shown in Figure
5e. It is unfamiliar because f9 varies as 1/ECM and the
cross section increases as f9 decreases. The variation of
cross section with collision energy can be calculated by
substituting f9 5 1.8/ECM in eq 10 to get the more
familiar curve shown in Figure 5f. This cross section
increases considerably more slowly with collision energy
than the experimental cross section of Figure 4. Clearly the
Figure 5. The internal energy distribution of eq 4 at (a) ECM 5 2.0 eV and (b) ECM 5 8.0 eV. The
reaction threshold is marked by the arrow at E0 5 1.8 eV. (c) The internal energy distribution plotted
in terms of f when ECM 5 2.0 eV. The threshold is at f9 5 0.90. (d) The internal energy distribution
plotted in terms of f when ECM 5 8.0 eV. The threshold is at f9 5 0.225. (e) The variation of cross
section with f9 for the internal energy distributions of (c) and (d). (f) The variation of cross section
with ECM for the internal energy distribution of eq 4.
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exponential energy distribution of eq 4 does not describe
the distribution of the experiment of Figure 4.
The distribution produced in an experiment can be
calculated as follows. Differentiating eq 8 gives
P~f 5 f9! 5 2
d~sd/sm!
df9
(11)
The slope of the cross section versus f9 gives the
probability of having a fractional internal energy f with
the value f9.
This procedure can be applied to experimentally
determined cross sections. Consider, for example, the
cross section of Figure 4. It rises from threshold to a
maximum at about twice the threshold value. This can
be approximated as a straight line so that the functional
form of sd/sm is
sd
sm
5 0, 0 , ECM , E0 (12)
sd
sm
5
ECM
E0
2 1, E0 , ECM , 2E0 (13)
sd
sm
5 1.0, ECM . 2E0 (14)
This is shown in Figure 6a. The functional form can be
rewritten in terms of f9 as
sd
sm
5 0, f9 . 1 (15)
sd
sm
5
1
f9
2 1, 0.5 , f9 , 1 (16)
sd
sm
5 1, 0 , f9 , 0.5 (17)
The variation of cross section with f9 is shown in Figure
6b. The slope of the curve in Figure 6b gives P(f 5 f9).
For example, the slope at f9 5 0.8 gives the probability
of having Eint/ECM 5 0.8. The distribution P(f) can be
calculated by differentiating eqs 15–17 to give
P~f 5 f9! 5
1
f2
, 0.5 , f , 1 (18)
and P(f) 5 0 for other values of f. This internal energy
distribution is shown in Figure 6c. Equation 18 can be
used to calculate the distribution P(Eint). For example,
Figure 6d shows P(Eint) calculated for ECM 5 5.0 V (E0
was taken as 3.0 eV). This distribution applies to all ions
that have a collision. It is only those ions that have Eint
. 3.0 eV that dissociate (the fraction to the right of the
vertical line at 3.0 eV). It shows directly that at least half of
Figure 6. (a) Idealized cross section vs. collision energy. (b) The cross section plotted against f9 5
E0/ECM. (c) The internal energy distribution giving the cross section variation of a,b calculated by
differentiating the curve of b, plotted against f. (d) The internal energy distribution at a collision
energy of 5.0 eV.
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the CM energy is converted to internal energy in every
collision, as was mentioned above. This procedure can be
applied to other forms of the cross section. For example,
for the line-of-centers cross section [8] given by
sd
sm
5 S1 2 E0ECMD 5 ~1 2 f9! (19)
the internal energy distribution is calculated to be
constant for all values of f between 0 and 1, a result that
can be derived by other means.
The average fraction of center of mass energy trans-
ferred to internal energy is
^f& 5
E
0
1
fP~f!df
E
0
1
P~f!df
(20)
For the energy distribution of eq 18, ^f& 5 0.69. Thus, on
average, 69% of the CM energy is converted to internal
energy. This demonstrates explicitly and quantitatively
the efficient energy transfer to organic ions. Trajectory
calculations [12] show this efficient energy transfer and
also show that the efficiency increases as the size of the
organic ion increases. Collisions of bradykinin (a 9
residue peptide with 444 internal degrees of freedom)
with nitrogen showed 90% conversion of translational
to internal energy [12].
There is growing interest in dissociating large bio-
molecular ions such as proteins in tandem mass spec-
trometry. In order for these large ions to dissociate on
the millisecond time scale of passage through the colli-
sion cell of a triple quadrupole system, on the order of
100 eV or more internal energy is needed to dissociate a
1 eV bond [13]. There is a massive kinetic shift. The
efficient energy transfer described here suggests that
depositing this large amount of energy is possible.
Supporting experimental evidence is discussed below.
The discussion here has considered ion activation in
a single collision. However, nothing in the mathematics
requires this. If ions are activated in several collisions or
by a surface collision, the internal energy distribution
can still be calculated as described. However, in the case
of multiple gas phase collisions, the spread in internal
energies will derive from both the spread in energies in
a single collision and the spread in the number of
collisions. Application of this method to systems with
competing reaction channels would be of interest but
has not been attempted here.
Fragment Ion Energies
Following activation in one or more collisions, ions
undergo unimolecular dissociation. Understanding the
translational energies of fragment ions is important for
quadrupole mass spectrometry. Precursor ions are ac-
celerated into the collision cell Q2 typically with 10 to
100 eV energy. Fragment ions are mass analyzed in the
quadrupole mass filter Q3 of Figure 1. To obtain unit
resolution or better requires that ions have energies of a
few eV or less in this quadrupole. If the ion energies are
too high, mass resolution is degraded. High energy ions
leaving the collision cell can be slowed in Q3 by biasing
the entire quadrupole to a positive potential with the
“rod offset.” However, it is necessary to know the ion
energies in advance. If the rod offset is set too high, no
fragment ions will be transmitted. If the rod offset is set
too low, all fragment ions will be transmitted but the
resolution will be poor. This has been demonstrated in
detail for fragments of p-xylene ions [14].
What fragment ion kinetic energies are expected?
Consider the unimolecular dissociation of an excited
precursor ion of mass ml to produce a fragment ion of
mass m3. Suppose there is no kinetic energy release in
the dissociation so that in the center of mass coordinate
system the fragment ion and neutral move apart with
minimal kinetic energy. Then, in the LAB frame the
fragment ion moves with the same speed as the precur-
sor and so has an energy Ef given by
Ef 5 Sm3m1D E9LAB (21)
Here E9LAB is the kinetic energy of the precursor ion after
it has been activated. In general, this is less than the
initial ion energy because some kinetic energy has been
converted to internal energy and also because some
kinetic energy is lost to recoil of the neutral collision
partner. By calculating the length of the vectors shown
in Figure 2d it can be shown [9, 15] that for collision
with a stationary target, E9LAB is given by
E9LAB
ELAB
5
m1
2 1 m2
2
M2
2
m2Eint
MELAB
1
2m1m2
M2 ÎS1 2 EintMELABm2D cos uCM (22)
This equation can account for fragment ion energies
fairly well. Figure 7 shows the experimental energy
distribution of C6H5
1 formed by dissociation of C6H5Cl
1
in collisions with argon. The arrows show the energies
to be expected from eq 22 with scattering angles of 0°,
90°, and 180° (Eint was taken as 4.0 eV, the known bond
strength). This result demonstrates that large scattering
angles can be involved in the activation process and
that these can contribute substantially to the spread in
fragment ion energies. (There is an additional contribu-
tion to the breadth of distribution of Figure 7 from the
energy spread of the ions from the source.) Usually uCM
and Eint are not known so that a priori the fragment ion
collision energies cannot be predicted.
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For the case of a heavy ion incident on a light target,
E9LAB ' ELAB so the fragment ion energy is given
approximately by
Ef 5 Sm3m1D ELAB (23)
This equation is useful for giving estimates of the
fragment ion energy but somewhat overestimates the
energy.
These considerations have had practical implications
for operation of triple quadrupole mass spectrometers.
In an attempt to maintain good resolution on fragment
ion spectra it became customary to increase the rod
offset of Q3 proportional to fragment ion mass, but with
a voltage setting less than that required by eq 23. For
those cases where it was essential to maintain high ion
transmission in Q3, and where good resolution was not
essential, it was common practice to set the rod offset of
Q3 equal to that of Q2 so that there was no potential
barrier for ions to climb at the exit of Q2. This ensured
that all fragment ions could be transmitted, although
usually with poor resolution. It was commonly stated
that triple quadrupole MS/MS systems could give
“unit” mass resolution, but, as the applications ex-
panded to include more complex ions of higher mass
such as biomolecules, unit mass resolution on fragment
ions was difficult to achieve. For about 10 years this
remained the state of the art in triple quadrupole
tandem mass spectrometry. However a dramatic im-
provement in the resolution possible in MS/MS with
triple quadrupole systems has occurred over the last
few years with the discovery and application of colli-
sional focusing and collisional cooling in linear rf qua-
drupoles.
Collisional Focusing and Cooling in
Linear rf Quadrupoles
Collisional focusing and cooling of ions in linear rf
quadrupoles was first seen with the apparatus of Figure
8 [16]. Ions formed in an atmospheric pressure source
drift through a dry nitrogen “curtain gas” and then
enter a differentially pumped ion sampling interface
through a small orifice. The region behind the orifice is
pumped to a pressure of a few torr by a rotary pump.
Ions then pass through a skimmer into a linear rf
quadrupole pumped by a diffusion pump to a pressure
of about 1024 torr. Ions leaving the rf quadrupole pass
through a small (1.5 mm diameter) orifice into a mass
analyzing quadrupole pumped to a pressure of about
1 3 1025 torr by a second diffusion pump. The rf
quadrupole acts as an “ion guide” to transport ions to
the mass analyzer whereas gas from the source is
pumped away. An experiment was set up to evaluate
the efficiency of ion transport through this ion guide by
measuring the scattering loss cross section of ions in the
rf quadrupole. Although the rf quadrupole confines
ions that have small scattering angles, if collisions are
sufficiently violent, ions can be lost [17]. The scattering
loss cross section, ss can be measured by increasing the
pressure in the rf quadrupole (by partially closing the
valve to the diffusion pump) and measuring the ion
transmission. The transmitted ion intensity (I) is ex-
pected to vary as
I
I0
5 e2nssl (24)
Figure 7. Fragment ion kinetic energy distribution from dissoci-
ation of C6H5Cl
1 to C6H5
1 in collisions with argon at 25 eV LAB
energy. Single collision conditions were used. The arrows show
the fragment ion energies calculated from eqs 21 and 22 for center
of mass scattering angles, uCM, of 0, 90, and 180 degrees (adapted
from [9] with permission).
Figure 8. Differentially pumped “test bed” used for collision
focusing experiments. S, ion source; OR, sampling orifice; SK,
skimmer; Q0, rf only quadrupole; IQ, aperture lens; Q1, mass
analyzing quadrupole; D, detector; V, valves; DP1, DP2, diffusion
pumps; BP, backing pump; IP, interface rotary pump; PG, pres-
sure gauge (from [16] with permission).
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where I0 is the transmitted ion intensity with no gas in
the quadrupole, n is the number density of the gas, ss is
the scattering loss cross section, and l is the length of the
quadrupole. The transmitted ion intensity should de-
crease exponentially as the cell pressure increases.
It was found that in some cases the ion transmission
increased when the pressure in the rf quadrupole in-
creased [16]. An example, the transmission for apomyo-
globin 113 ions (m/z 5 1305), is shown in Figure 9.
This was unexpected and initially puzzling. Additional
measurements of the transmission for ions of different
mass and different injection energies, and measurement
of the translational energy distributions of the transmit-
ted ions, showed the improved ion transmission at high
pressure appeared to be the result of a “collisional
cooling” or “collisional focusing” effect [16] that was
analogous to that already known to occur in three
dimensional ion traps [18]. This process causes ions to
lose radial and axial energy through a series of low
energy collisions. The energy loss in any single collision
is given by eq 22. In a linear rf quadrupole the radial ion
motion (transverse to the axis of the quadrupole) can be
modeled as motion in an effective harmonic trapping
potential. Loss of radial kinetic energy causes the ions to
move to the minimum of the effective potential at the
center of the quadrupole. Ions are therefore more effi-
ciently transmitted through the exit aperture and into
the downstream mass analyzing quadrupole; the trans-
mission increases with pressure. The loss of axial trans-
lational energy could be measured directly [16] and
showed that ions could lose a large fraction of their
injection kinetic energy and leave the rf quadrupole
with energies and energy spreads of a few eV or less.
There are practical gains from operating the rf linear
quadrupole at high pressure. Consider the triple quad-
rupole system of Figure 1 where ions are formed in an
atmospheric pressure source. An rf quadrupole (Q0) is
used to transport the ions to Q1. For a given gas flow
into the Q0 vacuum stage, operation at higher pressure
means that the pump speed on this stage can be
reduced, giving a lower cost more compact system.
Alternatively, for a given pump speed, the gas flow can
be increased by about one order of magnitude. For a
given ion to gas ratio [19] this increases the sensitivity
by the same factor. If the source produces ions with a
large energy spread, the cooling of ions in Q0 to low ion
energy spreads means unit resolution or better can be
maintained by the downstream mass analyzer, Q1.
Operation with an rf quadrupole (or higher order
multipole) at a pressure of about 1023 to 1022 torr is
now used on many mass spectrometers that have an
atmospheric pressure ion source. These sources are
becoming increasingly important. For example, electro-
spray sources that produce intact ions from biomol-
ecules such as proteins in solution operate at atmo-
spheric pressure [20]. The ability to sample ions with
modest size vacuum pumps from this source has
helped to contribute to the explosion of mass spectrom-
etry in the life sciences. In addition, ion guides with
collisional cooling are finding application in other areas
such as nuclear physics [21].
The discussion above showed how, with triple quad-
rupole systems, the energy spread that is introduced to
fragment ions by the dynamics of the CID process
limited the resolution that could be obtained on frag-
ment ions in Q3. Once collisional cooling in linear
quadrupoles was understood, it seemed useful to see if
cooling of fragment ions formed in Q2 could be used to
reduce their energy spreads. However, collisional cool-
ing is most efficient for ions with LAB energies of 1–10
eV. In the collision cell, Q2, ions are injected with higher
energies to induce fragmentation (typically 10–100 eV),
so it was not immediately obvious that collision cooling
could be observed for fragment ions. An experiment
was done to measure fragment ion energies for different
pressures of gas in Q2. Figure 10 shows these energies
for fragments of protonated reserpine (m/z 6091). At
the lowest pressure, 5 3 1024 torr, there is a mass
dependent energy given approximately by eq 23. At an
intermediate pressure of 2.0 3 1023 torr the ions still
have mass dependent energies but have lost about one
half of their kinetic energy. At a pressure of 4.0 3 1023
torr all ions have kinetic energies of about 2 eV or less.
Figure 9. Transmission of apomyoglobin 113 ions through the rf
quadrupole and into the mass analyzing quadrupole of Figure 8
for pressures between 5 3 1024 torr and 7 3 1023 torr (from [16]
with permission).
Figure 10. Energies of fragment ions of reserpine for collision cell
argon pressures of 5 3 1024, 2 3 1023, and 4 3 1023 torr.
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They have been collisionally cooled. At this pressure
there is no need to scan the rod offset of Q3 with mass
to try to improve resolution. All fragment ions leave the
collision cell with low energies and are well resolved in
Q3 which can be held at a fixed potential 1 or 2 V lower
than that of Q2. Also, collisional cooling causes the
fragment ions to move to the center of the collision cell
and they are better transmitted into Q3. Not only is the
resolution improved, but also the sensitivity.
The improvements in MS/MS spectra can be dra-
matic! Figure 11a shows a portion of the spectrum of
fragment ions of renin substrate tetradecapeptide be-
tween m/z 635 and 650 without collisional focusing.
The precursor ion was the doubly protonated molecular
ion at m/z 880. The resolution is comparatively poor
with peaks about 2 m/z in full width at half maximum
(FWHM). Figure 11b shows the same spectrum with
collisional focusing of the fragment ions in Q2. The
resolution is much improved. The isotopic spacing of
the peaks shows that the ions at m/z 647–649 are singly
charged and the ions at m/z 639–642 are doubly
charged. This improvement in resolution is accompa-
nied by a marked gain in sensitivity. Without collisional
focusing the ion intensity at m/z 640 is 2.3 3 103 ions
s21. With collisional focusing it is 17.4 3 103 ions s21
(a 3 7.6 increase). Collisional focusing gives a simulta-
neous improvement in sensitivity and resolution. This is
rare. It is analogous to the difference between a laser
and a light bulb. Operation of Q2 with collisional
cooling has now become the method of choice for triple
quadrupole systems. Resolution of isotopic peaks of
fragment ions with up to four charges has been dem-
onstrated [22]. Nearly 100% conversion of precursor
ions to fragment ions that are transmitted through Q3 is
possible [22].
Protein Collision Cross Sections
Collisional cooling with substantial losses of kinetic
energy is observed for massive protein ions with mo-
lecular weights 8000 to 64,000 Da, over the same pres-
sure range that gives comparable energy losses for
lighter organic ions with molecular weights 100 to 1000
Da. How is this possible? The loss in energy in the LAB
frame for a protein ion in collision with a light gas such
as argon or nitrogen is very small. Consider an elastic
collision with a scattering angle of 90° (this is the
average scattering angle for hard sphere collisions). In
this case, the general expression for the ratio of ion
energy after, to before a collision, eq 22, simplifies to
E9LAB
ELAB
5
m1
2 1 m2
2
M2
(25)
This simple formula is useful as a first estimate of the
energy change in a collision. Consider a collision of an
ion of the protein apomyoglobin, MW 16,950, with N2.
The ratio of eq 25 is 0.99671; the ion loses only about
0.33% of its translational energy. Because substantial
energy losses are seen for ions of apomyoglobin, it
follows that the ions must have very many more
collisions in passing through a collision cell at a given
pressure than lighter organic ions. Therefore, the colli-
sion cross sections must be considerably greater. This
argument can be reversed. If the energy losses of
protein ions are measured at different cell pressures,
collision cross sections can be calculated. With the
energy loss per collision given by eq 25 it can be shown
[23] that the ratio of translational energy of ions leaving
the collision cell (E) to the initial injection energy (E0) is
given by
E
E0
5 exp~2sS ln a9! (26)
where s is the collision cross section, S is the product of
cell length (l) and gas number density (n), and a9 is
given by
Figure 11. Mass spectrum of renin substrate fragments (a) with-
out collisional cooling and (b) with collisional cooling.
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a9 5
M2
m1
2 1 m2
2 (27)
This simple model was used in the first determination
of collision cross sections for protein ions [23]. Ions
were injected into the collision cell of a triple quadru-
pole system. Energy losses were measured at different
cell pressures and fit to eq 26. The results showed that
protein ions have collision cross sections that can be
many thousands of square angstroms. For the multiply
charged protein ions produced by electrospray the cross
sections were found to increase with charge state,
presumably due to Coulomb repulsion in the ions [23].
Equation 18 provides a simple first estimate to the
energy losses of protein ions in collisions with neutrals.
It is, however, too simplistic. It (i) ignores thermal
motion of the collision gas, (ii) assumes an average
scattering angle of 90°, and (iii) assumes elastic colli-
sions. The discussion above on ion activation for
MS/MS provided evidence that at CM collision ener-
gies of ;1 eV or more, ion neutral collisions can be
highly inelastic. Measurements of protein collision cross
sections give a measure of the protein ion size and
hence allow detection of protein folding and unfolding
in vacuum. There is increasing interest in the structure
of gas phase proteins because these structures provide
clues to the importance of the solvent for protein
folding in solution [24]. In addition, if ion source and
sampling conditions can be found that preserve the
native structure of proteins, at least on the time scale of
a mass spectrometer experiment, it may be possible to
use mass spectrometry to measure such biochemically
important quantities as the binding energies of proteins
with substrates. An improved interpretation of the
energy loss experiments was required in order to give
improved cross sections that could be compared to
proposed protein structures.
Measuring collision cross sections with the energy
loss method just described requires calculating the force
on a particle moving through a low density gas. Here
“low density” means that the mean free path of the gas
molecules is large relative to the particle size. This is a
long standing problem in gas kinetics. It was apparently
first studied by Newton for the case where gas striking
the particle sticks (a fully inelastic collision) [25]. Max-
well modeled collisions of gas molecules with a surface
as specular or diffuse [26]. Specular scattering means
the velocity component of the collision partners parallel
to the surface is unchanged and the component normal
to the surface is reversed. This is familiar hard sphere
scattering. In diffuse scattering, particles strike the
surface and are re-emitted with a thermal velocity
distribution at the surface temperature and with a
cosine distribution of directions normal to the surface.
The calculation of the force on a particle moving
through a gas requires evaluating the momentum trans-
fer for a given collision and then integrating this mo-
mentum transfer over the thermal velocity distribution
of the source, the range of scattering angles involved,
and the distribution of velocities of particles leaving the
surface. These calculations are relevant to determining
the drag force on satellites in orbit and therefore have
been done in considerable detail [25, 27].
The force (F) on a particle is given by a drag
coefficient, CD, defined by
F 5 m1
dn
dt
5 2CD
Anm2n
2
2
(28)
where A is the particle cross sectional or projection area,
n is the gas number density, m2 is the gas molecular
mass, and n is the particle speed [27]. Note that for
motion of a fast particle through a gas with low thermal
speeds, the force is proportional to n2 because at higher
speeds the particle encounters more gas molecules per
unit time and the momentum of the gas molecules is
greater. This contrasts with the case where the mean
free path of the gas is smaller than the particle size and
viscous effects give a drag force proportional to velocity
[28] or the case where the particle velocity is slow
relative to the thermal speed of the gas. (Some early
models for ion trajectories in the presence of gas incor-
rectly use the latter linear dependence [29].) In general
CD varies with the ratio of the particle speed to the
thermal speed of the gas. For hard sphere collisions
with a stationary target CD 5 2.0.
The force on a sphere moving slowly (relative to the
thermal velocities of the gas) through a low density gas
was first calculated by Epstein in 1924 [30]. The calcu-
lation for the more general case of any particle speed
was given by Stalder and Zurick in 1951 [31]. Both
specular and diffuse scattering were considered. The
drag coefficients calculated by Stalder and Zurick were
used in a detailed study of collision cross sections of
ions of the proteins apomyoglobin and cytochrome c
[32]. It was concluded that the diffuse scattering model
was preferred because cross sections determined with
this model for Ne, Ar, and Kr appeared in the correct
order (Ne , Ar , Kr) and more importantly, agreement
within a few percent was found with cross sections
determined in separate ion mobility experiments. These
cross sections are shown in Figure 12. In the mobility
studies, ions drift slowly (relative to thermal speeds)
through a gas under the influence of an electric field
[33]. The drift speed is related to the average drag force
through an integral similar to that used to calculate the
drag coefficient [34]. Both the mobility experiments and
energy loss experiments done on triple quadrupole
systems require an understanding of the collision dy-
namics in their respective energy regimes. (Mobility
experiments are “higher resolution” and can reveal
coexisting conformers of a protein in a given charge
state [33].) The drag coefficient model with diffuse
scattering gives fairly good agreement between cross
sections (or areas A in eq 28) determined by the two
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different methods. What does this tell us about the
dynamics of protein ion neutral collisions?
For the energy loss experiments ions are injected into
the collision cell with energies 10i eV where i is the
number of charges on the ion. Typically, i is 10 to 25 so
LAB energies are 100 to 250 eV. For cytochrome c, MW
12,200, incident on Ar, the corresponding center of mass
energies are 0.33 to 0.83 eV. In the diffuse scattering
model, gas molecules or atoms strike the protein ion
surface with these energies (plus a smaller contribution
from the thermal energy) and leave the protein with a
thermal distribution. If the temperature of this distribu-
tion is taken as 295 K the average center of mass energy
after the collision is 3
2
kT, or 0.038 eV. The ratio of center
of mass energy after a collision to that before a collision
is 0.115 to 0.046. Therefore, in this model typically 90%
to 95% of the collision energy is converted to internal
energy of the ion. The collisions are highly inelastic. The
discussion above on ion activation suggested that pro-
tein ion neutral collisions should be highly inelastic in
this energy range. The success of the diffuse scattering
model in describing the energy loss experiments pro-
vides indirect supporting evidence for this hypothesis.
Direct evidence comes from measurements of the cross
section for dissociation of the heme group from holo-
myoglobin ions. The observed threshold can only be
explained for if about 90% of the CM energy is con-
verted into internal energy of the ion in each of a series
of collisions [35]. The diffuse scattering model also
assumes that gas molecules leave the surface in a cosine
distribution about the normal. This wide range of
scattering angles for a given impact parameter is what
might be expected for protein ions. Space filling models
of proteins show them to be rough on the scale of a few
Å, a scale suitable for collisions with rare gas atoms [36].
The diffuse scattering model can also be applied to
ion mobility experiments. In mobility experiments the
ion drift speed is low relative to thermal velocities of the
bath gas molecules and the ion equilibrates at close to
the bath gas temperature. Collisions on average must be
elastic. This is just what the diffuse model describes; gas
strikes and leaves the particle surface with the same
thermal velocities. To calculate the average drag force it
does not matter if some collisions are inelastic and
others superelastic because it is only the force averaged
over all collisions that determines the mobility. Using
drag coefficients with diffuse scattering for both types
of experiments then seems reasonable, and nicely ac-
counts for the transition from the elastic collisions of
mobility experiments to the highly inelastic collisions of
the energy loss experiments. However, the diffuse scat-
tering model is still an approximation to the true
dynamics. For example, the average scattering angle in
the diffuse model is 135°. Other average angles are
possible. Also, the protein ion structure is considered
static. A more realistic model would calculate the
momentum transfer from a series of trajectories in a
realistic protein-neutral potential, including the internal
dynamics of the protein ion. Advances in molecular
modeling of proteins suggest that these approaches are
feasible. For example, a relatively small protein like
cytochrome b5 can be modeled for 2.5 ns [37]. At 0.5 eV
CM a collision between BPTI and Ar takes about 10 ps.
Thus, 250 trajectories could be calculated in the time
required to model the protein for 2.5 ns.
Summary
Although collision dynamics may seem to some as a
subject with little application, it has contributed signif-
icantly to the understanding and practical development
of new mass spectrometer systems. This has not been a
simple harvesting by industry of concepts developed in
academic labs. There have been returns to broader
fields of science as well. New knowledge on the dynam-
ics of ion neutral collisions has been obtained. Perhaps
more importantly, new mass spectrometer systems with
dramatically improved capabilities have been devel-
oped. These are revolutionizing research in areas such
as drug discovery and biotechnology. The boundaries
between basic and applied research are at least blurred.
The interplay between fundamental and applied sci-
ence has produced benefits for both. New areas of mass
spectrometry, such as research into the structures of
biomolecular ions, are being developed. It seems likely
that variations on the theme of collision dynamics will
be heard in the future.
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